
SWARF BRUSH
BRUSH1

BRUSH2

36 tooth 120mm precision
carbide tipped blades,
suitable for most saw tables
& bevellers including Varga,
Sawmaster and Monosaw. 
Also available with 24 teeth.

DIAMOND GRINDING WHEEL

100mm diameter x 50mm
diamond impregnated wheel
for grinding carbide cutters

Other sizes can be manufactured please 
call for a price.

CGW Wheel              £145.00

NOSE CONES
COMPUTER NOSE CONES
Medium Plastic
Medium Metal
Broad Plastic
Broad Metal
Swivel 2.5mm
Swivel 5mm
MANUAL NOSE CONES
Fine Plastic
Medium Plastic
Medium Metal
Broad Plastic
Broad Metal

NC09
NC08
NC10
NC11
NC01-25mm
NC01-50mm

NC04
NC02
NC03
NC06
NC07

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£60.00
£60.00

£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

ENGRAVERS
LEVEL

The easiest way
to level the surface
of items when using
the tilt mechanism on
your engraver. Also useful
when used on a floating
pantograph to set the right
working height.

BUBBLE     £1.30

DRIVE BELTS
We stock a wide range
of drive belts, suitable
for all manual and
computerised machines.

RULE A handy 12” metric and imperial rule. 
Ideal for measuring engraving areas on 
plates and checking existing engraving.

METAL VERNIER
This vernier will accurately measure
engraving plates and even depth.

VERNMETAL   £4.95 PRECISION SCREWDRIVERS

An ideal set of
small screwdrivers
for removing plates,
repairing products
and adjustments
machinery.

PRECSDRIVER
£3.00

ECONOMY PLASTIC VERNIER

VERNECON   £3.00
DIVIDERS

6” Dividers for
accurate measuring.

DIVIDER
£12.95

OUTSIDE CALIPERS
10” outside
calipers for the
ultimate in
accuracy for
measuring the

diameter of
round items.

CALIPO
£15.95

24T     SMP1     £75.00
36T     SMP2     £75.00 Blade regrinds £25.00

Prices from £13.00

MAG LAMP

Avoid eye strain with this 
magnifying angle lamp. 
A must for detailed 
engraving  work.

MAGLAMP
£38.00

£1.95

£1.95Brass wire

Nylon

RULE12   £3.50

For swarf extractor nose cone, see page 13

DE-BURRER

Remove rough edges from your
plates cleanly and safely.
Remember, the size of a
burr on the back of a
metal plate, is
enough to give
uneven depth of engraving
on computerised engravers.

M0084  £10.95
With extra blades

VERSATILE VICECan be clamped to almost any computerised and 
manual engraving machine. Quick release mechanism 
for rapid changing of engraving material. Available 
with standard and raised versatile jaws.

VV-EJ
VV-MPJ
VV-BSJ

Standard low jaw
Raised multi-purpose jaw
Both sets of jaws

£125.00
£135.00
£145.00

SAW & BEVELLER BLADES

Sales:  Tel: 01234 218226  Fax: 01234 269899

Machine Parts Mastergrave
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M0081  £3.75
Single blade


